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Contact Us
Take the Håfa Adai Pledge today! 

For more information, call 646-5278 or
email HafaAdai@visitguam.org.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

GUAMPEDIA: MONGMONG, TOTO AND MAITE

For more, Click to know! Guampedia: 
guampedia.com/mongmong-toto-maite-
mongmong-to’to-maite’/

For more, Click to know! Guampedia: 
guampedia.com/guam-seal-and-flag/

I’m
good.

GUAM SEAL AND FLAG
TheThe Guam seal is an oval outlined in red that tapers and 
comes to two pointed ends. This shape is in reference 
to the ancient Chamorro slingstone, a weapon skillfully 
wielded by the ancient Chamorros. Included in the seal 
are the Hagåtña River which empties into the sea; the 
sandy mouth of the river and surrounding beach 
graced by a lone coconut palm, an important means of 
sustenancesustenance to the Chamorro people; and a flying proa, 
the chief means of transportation for early Chamorros. 
The distant cliff along the horizon references Two 
Lover’s Point, or Puntan Dos Amantes.

DID YOU KNOW?

 Måolek yu’.

CHAMORRO WORDS PUZZLE

Find the Chamorro words:

Ocean -  tåsi

Water -  hånom

Fish  -  guihan

Turtle -  haggan

Crab  -  punglao

Hermit CHermit Crab -  dukduk

Octopus -  gumson

Shark -  halu

To fish -  peska

Shrimp -  uhang

LIVING THE HÅFA ADAI PLEDGECHAGI CHAMORRO

To celebrate 50 years of Tourism on Guam, 
the Guam Visitors Bureau offered a free, all 
day “Rediscover Guam” Island Bus Tour last 
month to all residents. To encourage local 
participation in the industry, and to elevate 
understanding of Guam’s primary economic 
driver, the bus tours take residents to the 
moremore popular tourist sites including a drive 
through Tumon and Pleasure Islands, visits to 
Two Lovers Point, historic Hagåtña and the 
site for the new Guam Museum, Asan Bay 
Overlook and more. The tours are guided by 
local historian, Toni “Malia” Ramirez and are 
free of charge. 
Photo by Régine Biscoe Lee

Like Guam Visitors Bureau
on Facebook

Latte of Freedom/Hall of Governors at Adelup.

The three villages of Mongmong, Toto and 
Maite comprise one municipality. There are 
various theories about how the villages got 
their names. Momongmong, later to 
become Mongmong, describes the sound 
of a heartbeat. Toto means to recline and 
Maite, or ma’ette, means to nudge or touch 
anotheranother person with one’s hands or other 
parts of the body. Toto may also have 
gotten its name from a fight between two 
ancient district warriors. The loser was left 
lying on the ground face up, which is called 
to’to (to recline).

The Guam Flag at Ipao Point, Tamuning, 
2008. Photo by Kerri Ann "Ifit" Borja

The Harvest Ministry Church located on the Ministries' 
compound. Photo by Victor Consaga/Guampedia

Utilize Chamorro 
(and English) on signage and 

advertisements(Mao•lick zu’)

REDISCOVER GUAM ISLAND BUS TOUR

GUAM BRAND JINGLE
The Guam Brand jingle titled "We Are Guam", encompasses the personality, character and 
essence of the Guam experience. Locally written and produced, it is the official jingle for 
Guam and can be used by any individual, business, or organization to promote and 
celebrate Guam. Common uses include mobile ringtone, office background music, and 
overhead or telephone on-hold music to name a few. The "We Are Guam" jingle is available 
online at  www.visitguam.org/resources/guam-brand-jingle.


